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Dynamic Group

Dynamic Group: A toolmaker’s
perspective on the challenges
and opportunities in PIM
Toolmakers are in a unique position in the PIM process chain, with decisions
that are made when designing and manufacturing a new PIM tool having
a major influence on the technical and economic success of a part. As the
following article reveals, toolmakers specialising in PIM not only have to be
able to work at the cutting edge of what is technically possible, but they are
also in a position to gauge the growth of the industry and the technology.
We profile leading PIM toolmaker Dynamic Group and share the company’s
unique perspectives on the development of the PIM industry.

Dynamic Group, originally named
Dynamic Engineering, was founded in
1977 by two toolmakers as a contract
manufacturer and injection mould
provider. In 1988, a customer who
was impressed with the company’s
injection moulds asked if they would
like to try making tools for a relatively
new and promising technology: Metal
Injection Moulding. Twenty-eight
years later, Dynamic continues to
supply that same customer, and many
more, with state of the art PIM tools.
Despite having continually
produced PIM tools for decades,
between 2013 and 2015 the company’s
output of PIM tools more than
doubled, reaching 110 shipped tools
during 2015. The company operates
out of two facilities in Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA. The first is
a 1,500 m2 mould manufacturing
and precision machining facility
with a staff of fifty full time tooling
employees. The second facility,
covering some 2,100 m2, houses
a plastic injection moulding and
contract manufacturing facility as well
as the company’s headquarters. The
company is FDA registered and ISO
13485 and ISO 9001 certified.

The growth of PIM at
Dynamic
The story of Dynamic’s dramatic
recent growth in the PIM tooling
market offers a unique perspective
and focus on emerging trends in
the industry. Brian Kalina, one of
three second-generation owners

and Dynamic Group’s Vice President
of Operations, explained to PIM
International the company’s place in
the market prior to its growth. “For
many years, prior to about 2013, our
reputation in the market and our size
brought us a pretty consistent flow of
fairly standard PIM tool work. A little
more than half the tools we made

Fig. 1 Part of Dynamic Group’s injection mould manufacturing facility in
Minneapolis showing various wire EDM machines
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Fig. 2 From left to right: Joe McGillivray (CEO), Steve Kalina (President), and Brian Kalina (Vice President of Operations)

each year were for the PIM market. At
that time, our experience in building
PIM tools allowed almost all of them
to flow through the shop in the same
way as any other tool would. However,
we also almost always had one or two
very difficult to manufacture PIM tools
that we would be working on. These
tools were more difficult because

normal production processes.”
Steve Kalina, another secondgeneration owner and Dynamic
Group’s President, continued, “The
mix of work that our customers were
awarding us had been very consistent
for many years and they were well
served by the two value streams we
had set up. However, in late 2012,

“The mix of work that our customers
were awarding us had been very
consistent for many years and they were
well served by the two value streams we
had set up. However, in late 2012, we saw
a significant shift in demand from our
PIM customers”
they had several 3D shut-offs,
stepped parting lines and multiple
side-actions and made tiny parts. A
few exceptionally talented individuals
handled these tools outside of our
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we saw a significant shift in demand
from our PIM customers.” Steve
explained that this shift matched the
market research that Dynamic Group
was evaluating at the time, which
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suggested there would be significant
growth in both micro-moulding and
Powder Injection Moulding over the
next five to ten years. The enquiries
that Dynamic began receiving
followed suit; instead of receiving
Request for Quotations (RFQ) for one
or two PIM tools at a time, multiple
customers began sending Dynamic
Requests for Proposals (RFP) to
produce PIM tooling packages for
20 to 80 different parts and with
unprecedented delivery lead-times.
In addition, the part geometries
were as small and complex as
the company had ever seen; they
required tooling that could not run
through Dynamic’s normal value
stream. As fortune would have it,
Dynamic was well positioned to
address this shift in demand.
Brian Kalina explained, “In early
2012, we took on one of the largest
tooling projects that the company
had ever seen. When the project
was over, we had produced nine very
large and nearly identical 24-cavity
tools, each with its own complex
side-action, for a tight tolerance
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Fig. 3 Brian Kalina discussing tool plans in Dynamic’s tool production facility

and highly-cosmetic plastic part.
We also had to produce six spare
cavity sets for each tool delivered.
Our customer wanted to ensure
they could maximise their up-time
so, during their validation runs, they
swapped in spare cavity sets and
moved primary cavity sets to random
locations in the tool. To perform
under these conditions, all thirty
cavity sets for each tool needed to
be indistinguishable from each other
aside from their cavity IDs.”
Brian continued, “This program
forced us to adopt a totally
new mind-set and develop new
capabilities. The volume of identical
precision components that we
needed to produce meant that
we had to get into a productionmachining mentality and come
up with practices that made very
efficient use of machine capacity. At
the same time, we had to maintain
our business of quickly supplying
world-class one-off tooling, so
our ability to rapidly produce a
large number of one-of-a-kind
components would not be impaired.

Learning how to live in both of these
worlds at the same time was not
easy. Half of our work needed to be
very regimented and the other very
flexible. Half of the work needed to
be scheduled well in advance and
run uninterrupted and the other half
needed moment’s notice access to
the same machines and specialists.”
”To be honest, we got off to a
pretty rough start. Although our
customer was very happy with the
first 24-cavity tool we delivered, we
missed our mark by a significant
margin financially. Thankfully,
we learned quickly and brought
performance up to expectations.
The key was increasing our focus on
manufacturing planning. We have
got incredibly talented toolmakers
and, when we are building one-off
tools, they create robust manufacturing plans on-the-fly. But when
a large production project comes
up and consumes so much of our
capacity and has so many people
working on it in parallel, planning
needed to go to another level,”
explained Brian.
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By the end of the project, Dynamic
Group had not only developed
machining practices that allowed
them to succeed, but an entire system
that includes specialised planning,
scheduling, purchasing, communication tools, quality controls and more.

Increasing capacity and
expertise for high volumes
of PIM tooling
“When these huge PIM tooling RFPs
started showing up, we had a big
decision to make,” stated Steve
Kalina. “We now knew how to get
very large volumes of precision work
through our shop and we knew that
we had a small group of people who
could build the type of tools our
customers were asking for. But, these
projects would mean we had to take
things up a notch. While all the parts
in these packages were very similar,
almost none of them were the same.
That meant we would have a lot
more manufacturing planning to do
up front. Also, these tools were for
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Fig. 4 A 3D inspection system that utilises structured light is used at
Dynamic Group

Fig. 5 The inspection system collects hundreds of thousands of data points with
1 micron accuracy in a matter of seconds and 3D metrology software allows the
results to be compared to the CAD data
PIM, not plastic, so they would need
to be an order of magnitude more
precise than the series of tools we
had previously made. Lastly, there
was no possible way for our small
team of experts to get all this work
done. The only way we had a chance
of succeeding was to train up a large
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number of our toolmakers and come
up with completely new manufacturing methods. It was a very exciting
but daunting opportunity.”
Again, Dynamic Group was
fortunate to be well prepared for
the challenge. At the time, the then
Vice President of Technology, Joe
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McGillivray, was finishing an analysis
of state-of-the art 3D inspection
technologies and was well into
research on high-precision 5-axis
machining centres. When Brian and
Steve presented the new tooling
opportunities to Joe, who is the final
second generation owner and current
CEO of Dynamic Group, he knew there
was a good chance that this research
could provide the answers they were
looking for.
Joe, Steve and Brian quickly pulled
together a taskforce of Dynamic’s
best and brightest minds to take a
clean-sheet approach to the RFPs
and Dynamic’s PIM tool design and
production practices. In a matter
of days, the team had come up
with a concept that relied on lean
principles, including just-in-time
manufacturing and optimising
material flow with Kanban. The plan
also relied heavily on the theoretical
limits of a high-speed, high-precision
5-axis machining centre. The trio of
second-generation owners presented
their initial findings to Dave Kalina
and Peter McGillivray, Dynamic
Group’s founding partners, and were
given the go-ahead to take a four
pronged approach; complete the
study of high-speed, high-precision
5-axis machining technology, prepare
a capital expenditure proposal and
ROI analysis, develop and train the
team on the newly proposed lean
practices and work with the customer
to understand fully the scope of the
project and level of commitment
each party was willing to make. A full
understanding arrived quickly and
Dynamic had orders in hand within
days and were discussing how they
planned to increase capacity to handle
the workload promised over the next
several quarters.
The speed that the customer
was seeking also made it clear that
Dynamic needed to validate quickly
that the team could achieve the
productivity gains that they were
hoping high-speed, high-precision
5-axis machining could provide. Over
the next few weeks, a list of vendors
was narrowed down to two possibilities and a thorough evaluation and
selection procedure was developed.
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Fig. 6 Various Makino wireless EDM machines at Dynamic Group
By the time the machine manufacturers delivered the sample parts
Dynamic Group would use to evaluate
their capabilities, significant progress
had been made in preparation for the
project.

Coping with challenging
inspection requirements
Early in the development of new lean
processes, Dynamic realised that
the inspection requirements of the
project were especially challenging
and would consume a huge amount of
resources. Many of the components
that they would produce had several
critical-to-quality features that were
non-planar or were out of square
with their related fixturing surfaces
on one or two axes. Both the creation
of inspection plans and the act of
inspecting components were likely
to take longer than the machining
cycle. To address this issue, Dynamic
Group became one of the first mould
shops in the United States to invest
in a 3D inspection system that

utilises structured light. The system
allows Dynamic to collect hundreds
of thousands of data points with
1 micron accuracy in a matter of
seconds (Figs. 4 and 5).
Joe McGillivray explained, “The
point cloud data we collect are
brought into 3D metrology software,
which allows us to quickly compare
them to CAD data. Now, at any stage
of production, we can take a scan and
obtain a very reliable and complete
understanding of our component. At
the same time, we have been able to
avoid the up-front and on-going costs
of purchasing and running a stateof-the-art Coordinate Measuring
Machine (CMM). In fact, as more of
our toolmakers have learned to use
the system, we have seen that we
get more reliable and comprehensive
results in much less time than it
would take using a CMM or by using
a touch probe in a machining centre.”
McGillivray stated that his belief is
that high-fidelity, non-contact inspection technology will continue to make
great leaps in the next few years and
will provide immense productivity
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gains for machining companies and
injection moulders of all sizes.
When Dynamic applied its newlyacquired inspection capabilities to the
sample parts provided by the 5-axis
machining centre manufacturers
vying for their business, they were
relieved to find that both machines
proved to be capable of the speed,
accuracy and precision that they
needed. The data gathered from the
machine vendors and inspection
system were used to produce new
capacity estimates and calculate an
estimated ROI. Both Dynamic and the
customer were very happy with the
projected productivity gains.
The 5-axis machining centre’s
accuracy and ability to cut hardened
tool steel promised drastically
improved productivity for several
key components. Analysis of the
most difficult to produce and highest
volume part showed that the 5-axis
system would reduce an eleven-step
process that produced four parts
every five work-days to a four-step
process that produced up to five parts
each working day.
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In late 2013, Dynamic took
delivery of its first linear-motor
driven 5-axis machining centre
and this was installed in a newly
constructed and precision-climatecontrolled micro-machining area.
Thanks to the combined efforts of
people at many organisations, it was
soon apparent to both Dynamic and
its customer that the improvements
and partnership were an outstanding
success. Fifteen months after
delivery of the first 5-axis machining
centre, Dynamic Group took delivery
of a second identical system.

Keys to success

Fig. 7 Detail view of one of the two Matsuura 5-axis high speed high precision
milling machines at Dynamic Group (as seen in the background of Fig. 2)

Fig. 8 Detail of a Makino Edge 2 precision sinker EDM machine with
horizontal robot
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Joe McGillivray credits the
company’s recent success in the PIM
market to the founders’ unyielding
commitment to building long-lasting
and mutually beneficial partnerships
with their customers and their core
focus “to make things better and
make better things”.
“Quality PIM tooling for anything
other than the most simple of part
geometries requires precision
that very few organisations are
comfortable with or capable of
achieving. If Dave and Peter had
not built the company with such
an expansive and grand vision,
as well as invested in building
long-term partnerships with their
customers from day one, there is
little chance that they would have
seen the potential that the market
held or would have been capable
of collecting the state-of-the-art
equipment and fostering the talent
needed to compete.”
He also points out how well PIM
technology pairs with Dynamic
Group’s vision. “Powder Injection
Moulding has not only been used to
lower production costs and increase
the quality of existing parts, but it
has also allowed for the creation
of revolutionary products that
have entirely changed the game in
several industries. When applied
correctly, PIM truly makes things
better and makes better things. It
is a technology that enhances the
quality of life for this and future
generations.”
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CASE STUDY: A typical micro-PIM tooling project
Today, well over half of the PIM tools that Dynamic Group produces fits its micro-PIM value
stream. The following is a detailed description of a typical part and tool project that flows through
that value stream.
The finished parts in this case
study are highly complex, precise,
micro-sized, medical components
that weigh less than 0.1 g after
sintering. Typically, the tooling
described would produce only
two of the 20 to 80 geometries
included in an order.
On average, the surfaces of
the parts made with these tools
are produced by as many as nine
precision mould inserts. Each of
these inserts creates shut-offs
with as many as seven of the other
part surface forming inserts.
To ensure tools make flashfree parts the gap between any
shut-off surfaces must be <7
microns (<.0003”). This level of
precision is achieved by machining
dozens of locating features
scattered over many components
within ±3 microns (±.0001”) of
target dimensions.
Counting the number and
noting the style of shut-off
surfaces in a tool is a fairly
good gauge of its complexity.
The tool selected for this case
study is currently in production
and fairly typical. It contains six
part surface forming inserts and
has approximately 85 shut-off
surfaces, nearly all of which are
non-planar.
Another feature adds a
significant amount of complexity
to this tool and most others;
Dynamic provides interchangeable
inserts that enable each tool to
produce a family of different parts.
This is a very attractive alternative
to purchasing additional moulds,
but adds considerable complexity
for two reasons.
Firstly, a toolmaker can
typically make adjustments to
both components that form a

shut-off, but, when components
are interchangeable, a decision has
to be made: do they try to make
the interchangeable components
have identical shut-off surfaces
and adjust the non-interchangeable
component to fit, or do they
leave the non-interchangeable
surface as their constant and
adjust the shut-off surfaces of
the interchangeable components.
As previously mentioned, the
toolmaker must keep in mind
that all shut-off surfaces on all
components must have a gap of
less than <7 microns (<.0003”) as
they make their plan.
The second reason why
interchangeable components
add significant complexity is
that moulders want to be able to
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swap components as quickly as
possible; in other words, they
want to be able to change out
components from the parting line
of a tool without removing it from
the press. Achieving this requires
a significant amount of additional
mould design and tooling work
as space is created to fit the
extra fasteners and components
needed to ensure that robust
and precision shut-offs are
protected and maintained.
Designers, toolmakers and
project managers also spend
additional time creating custom
changeover tooling, procedures
and documentation and
providing training to customers
for tools with interchangeable
components.

Fig. 9 The components pictured are precision hardened blanks specially
designed and manufactured for this large project. They were developed
as part of the project-specific lean practices and were part of the Kanban
system that Dynamic implemented
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Looking to the future

PIM trends from a toolmaker’s perspective
PIM technology’s limits are being aggressively expanded
Parts on both ends of the size spectrum are more common, but, on
average, part size has greatly decreased. Finished parts that weigh a few
hundredths of a gram are very common
Complex non-planar shut-offs are very common
Multiple complex side actions are frequent
There is high demand for early prototype/bridge sample parts, used to jump
start development of de-bind and sinter processes
Complex in-tool part handling or secondary operations are becoming more
common
Increased demand for PIM tooling designated for ceramics, with a correlated increase in demand for use of extremely wear resistant tool steels
Increased parallelism of orders: many tools ordered at once instead of in a
row, with a related increase in demand for modular moulding systems and
interchangeable mould components

Fig. 10 All electrodes are produced on System 3R pallets and manufactured
in one of two dedicated and identical Makino machining centers at Dynamic
Group
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Joe McGillivray went on to share
more about how he believes Dynamic
Group and PIM will change in the near
future. “I am really excited about how
the PIM market is developing. We are
seeing somewhat of a fast-motion
replay of how plastic injection
moulding technologies and the
market developed over the last twenty
years or so.”
“As the PIM market grows and new
technologies are developed, we are
starting to see space for specialisation. Take our approach to the market
as an example. We have maintained
our ability to quickly produce worldclass one-off tools, but we have also
stepped in to fill the market’s demand
for an organisation specialised in
producing a large volume of tools
for very small, complex and precise
parts.”
Joe sees other market niches that
have yet to be filled. “In our line of
business, the demand to decrease
tooling lead-times is never ending,
but there is a lot of pressure to take
things to another level. Major players
in the market have given low-cost,
quick-turnaround production of MIM
parts a try, but it seems as if they
have run into difficulties. Still, I am
hearing a lot of demand for someone
to fill that space. There seems to
be a good amount of opportunity
for organisations that can quickly
produce high-quality, short-run
parts.”
Another similar trend is an
increased demand for quickturnaround green parts. “The sooner
our customers can get their hands on
green parts the better. It lets them get
a valuable head start on the development of their debinding and sintering
processes.”
When asked why Dynamic Group,
which does a significant amount
of plastic injection moulding and
contract manufacturing, has not
entered the custom Powder Injection
Moulding arena, Joe says that they
face many of the same challenges
that their PIM tooling customers
face. “Our contract manufacturing
and moulding team is fantastic,
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but there is a lot of competition for
talent and low unemployment in our
local market. That makes it very
difficult to find the talent we need to
expand our offerings. Then, take into
consideration the very small number
of candidates that have substantial
experience with PIM and the challenge magnifies considerably.”
“Another consideration is how
our partners would be affected if
we added PIM. Would they feel they
would benefit from the knowledge we
gain as we develop our PIM skillset,
or would they view our moulding
activities as a conflict of interest?
We worked through a very similar
situation when we got into plastic
injection moulding back in 1994 and
it turned out well, but that was a
different time in a different market
with different partners. Today, I think
that the most likely way that we would
become involved in making parts
would be in partnership with our
current customers.”
Joe McGillivray went on to point
out that he thinks the best opportunities for Dynamic to grow with the
PIM industry are through tooling. He
points out Dynamic’s recent investments in its ability to engineer and
manufacture automation systems.

Dynamic Group

“We’ve been a part of some very
exciting developments in both the
powder and plastic injection moulding
fields that are transforming injection
moulds into nearly complete production systems that have quickly saved
customers many millions of dollars.”
McGillivray declined to share any
specific examples, citing confidentiality agreements, but stated, “there is
a huge and constant flood of new and
inexpensive automation, computing
and sensing technologies coming to
market all the time and these have
opened up a huge field of possibilities
for those who know how to use them.
Today, we develop and test concepts
that we would have rejected as too
expensive or impossible as little as
two years ago. All it took to add this
capability was a small investment
to enhance our programming and
electronics skills.”
When asked what current trends
he sees as having the largest impact
on manufacturing and Dynamic group
in the near future, Joe McGillivray
stated, “I think a major key to success
will be ensuring that we are prepared
to keep up with an increasingly rapid
pace of innovation. Dynamic is a
fairly small company and, despite
our size, just a few months ago my

full-time job was to track promising
innovations in our market. Even with
the help of others, I could barely keep
up. But, as we have discussed, we are
seeing a good return on that investment. I think that the new x-factors
in the manufacturing sector are
adaptability and restraint. Organisations that want to succeed will have
to be aware of the latest innovations,
but they will also have to be very
purposeful when they select which
innovations to adopt. They will need
to carefully craft new offerings that
are focused on driving business that
is very well aligned with their existing
core competencies.” Joe McGillivray
concluded, “We like to think that
rapid innovation is making the market
increasingly dynamic and that suits us
just fine.”

Contact
Rich Bengtson
New Business Development
Dynamic Group, Inc.
13911 Unity Street NW
Ramsey, MN 55303
USA
Tel: +1 763 780 8674
PIM@dynamicgroup.com
www.dynamicgroup.com
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